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a b s t r a c t

In the context of security analysis for information flow properties, where a potentially malicious observer
(intruder) tracks the observed behavior of a given system, infinite-step opacity (respectively, K -step
opacity) holds if the intruder can never determine for sure that the system was in a secret state for
any instant within infinite steps (respectively, K steps) prior to that particular instant. We present new
algorithms for the verification of the properties of infinite-step opacity and K -step opacity for partially-
observed discrete event systems modeled as finite-state automata. Our new algorithms are based on a
novel separation principle for state estimates that characterizes the information dependence in opacity
verification problems, and they have lower computational complexity than previously-proposed ones in
the literature. Specifically, we propose a new information structure, called the two-way observer, that is
used for the verification of infinite-step and K -step opacity. Based on the two-way observer, a new upper
bound for the delay in K -step opacity is derived, which also improves previously-known results.

© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

We investigate the verification of an important information-
flow property called opacity that arises in security analysis
of networked cyber and cyber–physical systems. We adopt a
discrete-event framework, where the system under consideration
is modeled as a partially-observed finite-state automaton and
the security properties of interest for opacity are captured in
terms of a set of secret states of the automaton. In this manner,
the focus of the analysis is on the event-driven dynamics of the
cyber or cyber–physical system of interest, captured in a discrete
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transition structurewith unobservable events, and on the resulting
observation properties during systemoperation. The system is said
to be opaque if the secret cannot be revealed to an intruder that
is potentially malicious. The intruder is modeled as an external
observer that knows the transition structure of the system but can
only observe part of the system’s behavior.

To the best of our knowledge, the notion of opacity was
initially introduced in Mazaré (2004), where it was motivated
by the analysis of cryptographic protocols. It was then extended
to the framework of Discrete Event Systems (DES) in Bryans,
Koutny, Mazaré, and Ryan (2008) and Bryans, Koutny, and Ryan
(2005). Several notions of opacity have been studied in order to
capture different types of privacy requirements in the context
of DES; among them we mention language-based opacity (Lin,
2011), current-state opacity (Saboori & Hadjicostis, 2007), initial-
state opacity (Saboori & Hadjicostis, 2013), initial-and-final-state
opacity (Wu & Lafortune, 2013), K -step opacity (Falcone &
Marchand, 2014; Saboori & Hadjicostis, 2011b), and infinite-step
opacity (Saboori & Hadjicostis, 2012b). If a given system is not
opaque, then one is also interested in enforcing opacity. The
opacity enforcement problem has been studied extensively under
different enforcement mechanisms, e.g., using supervisory control
(Badouel, Bednarczyk, Borzyszkowski, Caillaud, & Darondeau,
2007; Darondeau, Marchand, & Ricker, 2014; Dubreil, Darondeau,
& Marchand, 2010; Saboori & Hadjicostis, 2012a; Takai & Kumar,
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2009; Takai & Oka, 2008; Yin & Lafortune, 2015b, 2016b), using
dynamic observers (Cassez, Dubreil, & Marchand, 2012; Yin &
Lafortune, 2015a; Zhang, Shu, & Lin, 2015), using insertion or edit
functions (Wu & Lafortune, 2014; Wu, Raman, Lafortune, & Seshia,
2016), and using run-time techniques (Falcone &Marchand, 2014).
Most of the above-mentioned works assume that the system
is modeled as a finite-state automaton. Recently, the notion of
opacity was extended to other classes of systemmodels, including
timed systems (Cassez, 2009), Petri nets (Bryans et al., 2005; Tong,
Li, Seatzu, & Giua, 2016), pushdown systems (Kobayashi & Hiraishi,
2013), and stochastic systems (Bérard, Chatterjee, & Sznajder,
2015; Keroglou & Hadjicostis, 2013; Saboori & Hadjicostis, 2014).
Several applications of opacity have also been investigated in
the literature; see, e.g., Saboori and Hadjicostis (2011a) and Wu,
Sankararaman, and Lafortune (2014). The reader is referred to the
recent survey (Jacob, Lesage, & Faure, 2016) formore references on
this active research area.

In this paper, we study the verification problem for the two
notions of infinite-step opacity and K -step opacity. Current-state
opacity requires that the secret not be revealed to the intruder
based on the current state estimate. In contrast, infinite-step opac-
ity requires that the secret not be revealed for any instant along
the entire observation trajectory up to the present time, based
on the observations up to the current time. Similarly, K -step re-
quires that the secret not be revealed within K steps prior to
the current instant, based on the observations up to the current
time. It was shown in Wu and Lafortune (2013) that language-
based opacity, initial-state opacity, and current-state opacity are
‘‘equivalent’’ in the sense that they can be mapped to one an-
other in polynomial time. However, infinite-step and K -step opac-
ity appear to be incomparable with the above notions, for the
following reason. Whereas current-state opacity only depends
on the current state estimate of the system, infinite-step and
K -step opacity allow to do smoothing, i.e., to improve state estima-
tion for earlier time instants, using observations up to the present
time. Therefore, infinite-step and K -step opacity are fundamen-
tally different from current-state opacity, language-based opacity,
and initial-state opacity.

One of the motivations for studying infinite-step opacity and
K -step opacity is that these two notions are very useful in pri-
vacy applications. For example, privacy is an important issue in
Location-Based Services (LBS); see, e.g., Gruteser and Grunwald
(2003). In LBS applications, the user may want to hide some of
her crucial location information (e.g., visiting a bank or a hospital).
However, this information may be revealed to an intruder located
at the LBS server that keeps tracking the user’s queries. Therefore, a
formal methodology is needed in order to verify this privacy issue
in LBS. It was shown in Wu et al. (2014) that verifying whether or
not the user can always hide her current crucial location can be for-
mulated as a current-state opacity verification problem. However,
in some cases, the user may also want that the intruder never be
able to infer that she was at a crucial place at some particular in-
stant in the past (e.g., visited bank two days ago). Clearly, current-
state opacity is not sufficient to capture this requirement, since
the intruder may be able to use future observations to improve
its knowledge about the user’s location at some particular instant.
However, this requirement can be captured using the notions of
infinite-step or K -step opacity.

The notions of infinite-step opacity andK -step opacitywere ini-
tially studied in Saboori and Hadjicostis (2011b, 2012b), respec-
tively. More specifically, in Saboori and Hadjicostis (2011b), two
different approaches for the verification of K -step opacity were
proposed; both of these approaches have the same computational
complexity of O((|Eo| + 1)K × |Eo| × 2|X |), where X and Eo are
the set of states and the set of observable events of the system,
respectively. For infinite-step opacity, a verification algorithm of
complexity of O(|Eo| × 2|X | × 2|X |
2
) was provided in Saboori and

Hadjicostis (2012b).
In this paper, we propose new approaches for the verification

of infinite-step opacity and K -step opacity. Specifically, our contri-
butions are summarized as follows.

• We provide a new characterization for the delayed state esti-
mate, which is referred to as the separation principle. This result
reveals that the informationneeded in the infinite-step (K -step)
opacity verification problem can be decomposed into two mu-
tually independent parts where each of them can be computed
individually and effectively.
• We propose a novel information structure called the Two-Way

Observer (TW-observer) in order to capture and represent in a
single structure the two parts of independent information de-
scribed by the separation principle.
• Based on the TW-observer, we present a new approach for the

verification of infinite-step opacity. This approach results in a
new algorithm that has complexity of O(|Eo|×2|X |×2|X |), com-
pared with O(|Eo| × 2|X | × 2|X |

2
) for the previous approach (Sa-

boori & Hadjicostis, 2012b).
• We show that our proposed approach can also be used to verify

the notion of K -step opacity, resulting in an algorithm of com-
plexity ofO(min{2|X |, |Eo|K }×|Eo|×2|X |). This approach is based
on the notion of K -reduced TW-observer thatwe introduce. The
previous algorithm for verifying K -step opacity had a complex-
ity of O((|Eo|+1)K ×|Eo|×2|X |) (Saboori & Hadjicostis, 2011b).
Therefore, our new algorithm leads to considerable improve-
ment in verification complexity when K is relatively large.
• Using the TW-observer, we provide a new upper bound in the

K -step opacity problem. We show that a system is infinite-step
opaque if and only if it is (2|X | − 2)-step opaque. This also im-
proves upon the previous upper bound of 2|X |

2
− 2 derived in

Saboori and Hadjicostis (2011b).
• Overall, the TW-observer provides a unified and more efficient

framework for the verification of infinite-step and K -step opac-
ity, as previous approaches require different techniques for ver-
ifying these properties.

In the definitions of infinite-step opacity and K -step opacity, it
is required that the intruder cannot infer that the system was
at a secret state for any specific instant in the past. However,
in some cases, it is possible that the intruder knows that the
system has visited a secret state in the past, although it cannot
tell the specific instant (in terms of the number of steps) the
secret state was visited. We call a system trajectory-based infinite-
step (respectively, K -step) opaque if this scenario does not occur;
examples for trajectory-based opacity can be found in Saboori
and Hadjicostis (2011b, 2012b). Therefore, infinite-step (K -step)
opacity is also referred to as non-trajectory-based infinite-step
(K -step) opacity. Trajectory-based K -step opacity is referred to
as K -step strong opacity in Falcone and Marchand (2014), where
a verification algorithm is provided. Whether one needs to use
the trajectory-based notions or the non-trajectory-based notions
is application dependent. In this paper, we will focus on the non-
trajectory-based notions.

The remaining sections of this paper are organized as follows.
Sections 2 and 3 present the system model and the definitions
of the opacity properties considered in this paper, respectively.
In Section 4, the above-mentioned separation principle is inves-
tigated. Section 5 describes the structure of the proposed two-way
observer and discusses its properties. Section 6 presents the new
approach for the verification of infinite-step opacity. In Section 7,
we showhow to use the two-way observer to verifyK -step opacity.
Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 8.

Preliminary and partial versions of some of the results in this
paper are presented, without proofs, in Yin and Lafortune (2016a).
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(a) G. (b) GR . (c) Obs(G). (d) Obs(GR).

Fig. 1. System Gwith Eo = {a, b} and XS = {3}.
Herein, we provide all proofs that are omitted in Yin and Lafortune
(2016a). In addition, we present new results that are not in Yin and
Lafortune (2016a): (i) a detailed algorithm for the construction of
the K -reduced TW-observer; and (ii) a newupper bound for K -step
opacity.

2. Systemmodel

Let E be a finite set of events and E∗ be the set of all finite strings
over E including the empty string ϵ. A language L ⊆ E∗ is a subset
of E∗. We denote by L the prefix-closure of L, i.e., L = {u ∈ E∗ :
∃v ∈ E∗ s.t. uv ∈ L}. For any string s ∈ E∗, |s| denotes the length of
t . We define |ϵ| = 0.

A DES is modeled as a deterministic finite-state automaton

G = (X, E, f , X0) (1)

where X is the finite set of states, E is the finite set of events,
f : X × E → X is the deterministic (partial) transition function
where y = f (x, σ ) means that there exists a transition labeled by
event σ from state x to state y, and X0 is the set of initial states.
The transition function f is extended to domain X×E∗ in the usual
manner (see, e.g., Cassandras & Lafortune, 2008) and the extended
function is still denoted by f . The language generated by G from
state x ∈ X is defined by L(G, x) = {s ∈ E∗ : f (x, s)!}, where
! means ‘‘is defined’’. For a set of states Q ⊆ X , we also define
L(G,Q ) = ∪x∈Q L(G, x). Therefore, the language generated by G
is L(G) := L(G, X0). We assume that G is deterministic for the
sake of simplicity, but the results developed hereafter can be easily
extended to the case where G is nondeterministic. We also assume
that G is accessible, i.e., states that are inaccessible from X0 have
been deleted.

Given G = (X, E, f , X0), we denote by GR = (X, E, fR, X), the
reversed automaton of G (Wu & Lafortune, 2013). Specifically, the
transition function fR : X×E → 2X is defined by: for any two states
x and y in X and event σ ∈ E, we have y = f (x, σ ) iff x ∈ fR(y, σ ).
Note that GR is nondeterministic in general. Also, the initial state of
GR is set to be the entire state space X , as a string in G can end at
any state x ∈ X . Then, for any string s = σ1σ2 . . . σ|s| ∈ E∗, we
denote by sR the reversed string of s, i.e., sR = σ|s|σ|s|−1 . . . σ1.

We assume that the intruder, which is modeled as an observer,
has the full knowledge of the system’s structure, but it can only
partially observe the system’s behavior. To this end, we assume
that the event set E is partitioned into two disjoint subsets, Eo the
set of observable events and Euo the set of unobservable events,
where Eo ∪ Euo = E and Eo ∩ Euo = ∅. The natural projection
P : E∗ → E∗o is defined by

P(ϵ) = ϵ and P(sσ) =


P(s)σ if σ ∈ Eo
P(s) if σ ∈ Euo.

(2)

The natural projection is also extended to 2E∗ , i.e., for any L ⊆ E∗,
P(L) = {t ∈ E∗o : ∃s ∈ L s.t. P(s) = t}.
Given a set of states q ∈ 2X , we denote byUR(q) the set of states
that can be reached unobservably from some state in q, i.e.,

UR(q) := {x ∈ X : ∃x′ ∈ q, ∃s ∈ E∗uo s.t. f (x
′, s) = x}.

We also denote by Next(q, σ ) the set of states that can be reached
immediately upon the occurrence of observable event σ ∈ Eo, i.e.,

Next(q, σ ) := {x ∈ X : ∃x′ ∈ q s.t. f (x′, σ ) = x}.

Then, the observer of G is defined by

Obs(G) = (Qobs, Eo, fobs, qobs,0) (3)

where Qobs ⊆ 2X , qobs,0 = UR(X0) and for any q ∈ 2X , σ ∈
Eo, fobs(q, σ ) = UR(Next(q, σ )). In practice, we only build the
accessible part of the observer, from its initial state qobs,0.

We denote by X̂(s,G) the current-state estimate associated with
observed string s ∈ P(L(G)) w.r.t. G, i.e.,

X̂(s,G) ={x ∈ X : ∃x0 ∈ X0, ∃t ∈ L(G, x0) s.t.
f (x0, t) = x ∧ P(t) = s}.

In particular, for any string s ∈ P(L(G)), we have that fobs
(qobs,0, s) = X̂(s,G). Also,wedenote byObs(GR) = (Qobs,R, Eo, fobs,R,
X) the observer of the reversed automaton GR with initial state X .

Example 1. Consider the automaton G shown in Fig. 1(a), where
Eo = {a, b}. The reversed automaton GR of G is shown in Fig. 1(b),
where all states are initial states. The observersObs(G) andObs(GR)
for automata G and GR, are shown in Fig. 1(c) and (d), respectively.
For example, for string u1a ∈ L(G), we have that P(u1a) = a and
X̂(a,G) = {3, 4} = fobs(qobs,0, a).

3. Opacity definitions

The system G has a set of secret states, denoted by XS ⊆ X . We
assume for simplicity that X \XS is the set of non-secret states. We
say that the system is K-step opaque if for any string that leads to
a secret state, the intruder, which can observe the occurrences of
events in Eo, can never determine for sure that the system is in a
secret state at that point using up to K observations thereafter. We
recall the formal definition from Saboori and Hadjicostis (2011b).

Definition 3.1 (K-Step Opacity). Given system G, set of observable
events Eo, set of secret states XS , and non-negative integer K ∈ N,
system G is said to be K -step opaque (w.r.t. Eo and XS) if

(∀x0 ∈ X0,∀st ∈ L(G, x0) : f (x0, s) ∈ XS ∧ |P(t)| ≤ K)

(∃x′0 ∈ X0, ∃s′t ′ ∈ L(G, x′0))

[f (x′0, s
′) ∉ XS ∧ P(s′) = P(s) ∧ P(t ′) = P(t)]. (4)

When K = 0, K -step opacity reduces to current-state opacity.
When K → ∞, K -step opacity becomes infinite-step opacity. We
recall the formal definition from Saboori and Hadjicostis (2012b).
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Definition 3.2 (Infinite-Step Opacity). Given system G, a set of
observable events Eo, and a set of secret states XS , system G is said
to be infinite-step opaque (w.r.t. Eo and XS) if

(∀x0 ∈ X0,∀st ∈ L(G, x0) : f (x0, s) ∈ XS)

(∃x′0 ∈ X0, ∃s′t ′ ∈ L(G, x′0))

[f (x′0, s
′) ∉ XS ∧ P(s′) = P(s) ∧ P(t ′) = P(t)]. (5)

Example 2. Consider again the system G in Fig. 1(a). Let XS = {3}
be the set of secret states. It is easy to verify that Eq. (4) does not
hold for K = 1. By taking s = u1a and t = a, we know that the
only string s′t ′ ∈ L(G) such that P(s′) = P(s) and P(t ′) = P(t) is
st itself. Intuitively, thismeans that after observing aa, the intruder
will know for sure that the system was in secret state 3 one step
earlier. Therefore,G is not 1-step opaquew.r.t. Eo andXS , which also
implies that G is not infinite-step opaque. However, this system
is current-state opaque (or 0-step opaque), since the intruder can
never determine whether or not the system is currently in a secret
state.

In Saboori and Hadjicostis (2011b, 2012b), different approaches
for the verification of K -step opacity and infinite-step opacity
are provided. Specifically, in Saboori and Hadjicostis (2011b),
two approaches called the state mapping-based approach and
the observation sequence-based approach are provided for the
verification of K -step opacity; both of themhave (worst-case) time
complexity ofO(|Eo|×(|Eo|+1)K×2|X |).2 In Saboori andHadjicostis
(2012b), an algorithm for the verification of infinite-step opacity
is proposed by using a bank of initial-state estimators, which has
(worst-case) time complexity of O(|Eo|×2|X |×2|X |

2
). The reader is

referred to Saboori andHadjicostis (2011b, 2012b) formore details.
Hereafter, we will provide a uniform and more efficient approach
for the verification of K -step and infinite-step opacity.

4. Delayed state estimate and its characterization

In this section, we first show how infinite-step opacity can be
characterized by using the delayed state estimate that was origi-
nally proposed in order to characterize K -step opacity (Saboori &
Hadjicostis, 2011b). Then, we provide a separation principle for the
delayed state estimate3 by dividing it into two independent compo-
nents.

First, we recall the definition of delayed state estimate from Sa-
boori and Hadjicostis (2011b).

Definition 4.1. Let s = σ1σ2 . . . σn ∈ P(L(G)). Let K ≤ n
be a non-negative integer. Then, the K -delayed state estimate
associatedwith s, denoted by X̂|s|−K (s), is defined as the set of states
the system could have been in K steps earlier, after observing s.
Mathematically, we have

X̂|s|−K (s) := {x ∈ X : ∃x0 ∈ X0, ∃t1t2 ∈ L(G, x0) s.t.
x = f (x0, t1) ∧ P(t1) = σ1σ2 . . . σn−K

∧ P(t2) = σn−K+1 . . . σn}.

2 This complexity was originally expressed as O((|Eo| + 1)K × 2|X |) in Saboori
and Hadjicostis (2011b) because it only considers the number of states in the state
estimator structure. In order to obtain the time complexity, the original complexity
should be multiplied by |Eo|, namely, we also need to consider the number of
transitions in the structure.
3 There are other unrelated separation principles in linear system theory (Chen,

1995) and optimal stochastic control (Varaiya & Kumar, 1986).
Clearly, the delayed estimate is a generalization of both the
initial-state estimate and the current-state estimate. For any string
s ∈ P(L(G)), X̂|s|−K (s) becomes the initial-state estimate when
K = |s| and becomes the current-state estimate when K = 0. Note
that X̂|s|−K (s) is always a non-empty set for any s ∈ P(L(G)), K ≤
|s|.

It was shown in Saboori andHadjicostis (2011b) that the system
G is K -step opaque, if and only if,

∀s ∈ P(L(G)),∀k ≤ min{K , |s|} : X̂|s|−k(s) ⊈ XS . (6)

Similarly, the next result says that infinite-step opacity can be
characterized by the delayed state estimate, if we do not set the
delay to a fixed K . For this purpose, we define

X̂|s|(st) := {x ∈ X : ∃x0 ∈ X0, ∃t1t2 ∈ L(G, x0) s.t.
x = f (x0, t1) ∧ P(t1) = s ∧ P(t2) = t}.

Proposition 1. The system G is infinite-step opaque (w.r.t. XS and Eo)
if and only if

∀st ∈ P(L(G)) : X̂|s|(st) ⊈ XS . (7)

Proof. (⇒) By contrapositive. Suppose that there exists a string
st ∈ P(L(G)) such that X̂|s|(st) ⊆ XS . Then, X̂|s|(st) ⊆ XS implies
that ∀x0 ∈ X0,∀uv ∈ L(G, x0) such that P(u) = s and P(v) = t ,
we have that f (x0, u) ∈ XS . Therefore, taking strings u and v above
as the strings s and t in Eq. (5), respectively, we know that Eq. (5)
does not hold, i.e., G is not infinite-step opaque.

(⇐) By contradiction. Suppose that Eq. (7) holds and assume
that G is not infinite-step opaque. Since Eq. (5) does not hold, we
know that

(∃x0 ∈ X0, ∃st ∈ L(G, x0) : f (x0, s) ∈ XS)

(∀x′0 ∈ X0,∀s′t ′ ∈ L(G, x′0))

[P(s′) = P(s) ∧ P(t ′) = P(t)⇒ f (x′0, s
′) ∈ XS]. (8)

However, by Eq. (7), we know that for any string uv ∈ P(L(G)),
∃x′′0 ∈ X0, ∃s′′t ′′ ∈ L(G, x′′0) such that P(s′′) = u, P(t ′′) = v and
f (x′′0, s

′′) ∉ XS . This contradicts Eq. (8). �

Observe that for any st ∈ P(L(G)), the delayed state estimate
X̂|s|(st) can never by empty. Computing X̂|s|(st) for a string st ∈
P(L(G)) is not a easy task, since it not only depends on the
information available at the point when s is observed, but also
depends on the additional information obtained thereafter from
suffix t . Moreover, the length of the suffix t can be unbounded in
general. This is also the essential difference between infinite-step
opacity and current/initial-state opacity.

Next, we present one of the key results in this paper, which is
also referred to as the separation principle hereafter. It reveals that
for any string st ∈ P(L(G)), the delayed state estimate X̂|s|(st)
consists of two parts that only depend on string s and string t ,
respectively.

Theorem 2. For any string st ∈ P(L(G)), we have that

X̂|s|(st) = X̂(s,G) ∩ X̂(tR,GR) (9)

or, equivalently,

X̂|s|(st) = fobs(qobs,0, s) ∩ fobs,R(X, tR). (10)

Proof. First, we recall from Wu and Lafortune (2013) that the
reversed automaton and the reversed strings satisfy the following
facts:
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Fact1: x′ ∈ fR(x, tR)⇔ x = f (x′, t)
Fact2: P(tR) = P(t ′R)⇔ P(t) = P(t ′).

Now, we are ready to show that X̂|s|(st) = fobs(qobs,0, s) ∩
fobs,R(X, tR).

x ∈ X̂|s|(st)

⇔∃x0 ∈ X0, ∃s′t ′ ∈ L(G, x0) :

x = f (x0, s′) ∧ P(s′) = s ∧ P(t ′) = t

⇔[∃x0∈X0, ∃s′∈L(G, x0) : P(s′)= s ∧ f (x0, s′)=x]∧

[∃x′∈X, ∃t ′∈L(G, x) : P(t ′)= t ∧ f (x, t ′)=x′]

⇔[∃x0∈X0, ∃s′∈L(G, x0) : P(s′)= s ∧ f (x0, s′)=x]∧

[∃x′∈X, ∃t ′R∈L(GR, x′) : P(t ′R)= tR ∧ x∈ fR(x′, t ′R)]
⇔ x ∈ fobs(X0, s) ∧ x ∈ fobs,R(X, tR)
⇔ x ∈ fobs(qobs,0, s) ∩ fobs,R(X, tR).

Note that the third equivalence follows from Facts 1 and 2
above. �

We illustrate the above result by the following example.

Example 3. Let us go back to Example 2. Consider strings s = a
and t = a such that st ∈ P(L(G)). We have tR = t = a. Then,
according to Theorem 2, we know that

X̂|s|(st) = fobs(qobs,0, a) ∩ fobs,R(X, a)
= {3, 4} ∩ {0, 1, 2, 3, 5}
= {3} ⊆ XS .

Therefore, by Proposition 1, we know that G is not infinite-step
opaque w.r.t. Eo and XS .

Theorem 2 has the following important implications. It reveals
that given a string s and its suffix t , the delayed state estimate
X̂|s|(st) essentially consists of two parts of information: the
pre-information obtained by observing s, i.e., fobs(X0, s) and the
post-information obtained thereafter by observing t , i.e., fobs,R
(X, tR). More importantly, these two information sets are mutually
independent or separated, i.e., X̂|s|(st) can be calculated by simply
taking the intersection of the pre-information with the post-
information. In other words, computing the post-information does
not depend on where the suffix t comes from. It can be simply
calculated by using the reversed automaton from initial state X ,
i.e., we assume that there is no pre-knowledge about where t
comes from, since this information will be ‘‘taken care of’’ by
fobs(X0, s). However, P(L(G)) contains an infinite number of strings
in general, and for each string in P(L(G)), we need to know atwhat
point we should divide it into its pre-information and its post-
information. In other words, we need to build a finite structure in
order to capture all strings in P(L(G)) and all possible breakpoints
for each string. This idea is formalized by the structure of ‘‘two-way
observer’’, which is defined in the next section.

5. Two-way observer

In this section, we define the notion of Two-Way Observer
(TW-Observer), which essentially asynchronously composes the
observer of G and the observer of GR. Then, we discuss the
properties of the TW-observer.

We start by defining the TW-observer.

Definition 5.1. The Two-Way Observer of G is a deterministic
finite-state automaton

ObsTW (G) = (QTW , ETW , fTW , qTW ,0) (11)

where
• QTW ⊆ Qobs × Qobs,R is the set of states;
• ETW = (Eo × {ϵ}) ∪ ({ϵ} × Eo) is the set of events;
• qTW ,0 = (qobs,0, X) is the initial state;
• fTW : QTW × ETW → QTW is the (deterministic) transition

function defined by: for any state (q1, q2) ∈ QTW and event
σ ∈ Eo, the following transitions are defined whenever they
are feasible

fTW ((q1, q2), (σ , ϵ)) = (fobs(q1, σ ), q2) (12)
fTW ((q1, q2), (ϵ, σ )) = (q1, fobs,R(q2, σ )). (13)

As for the other automata in this paper, we only consider the
accessible part of ObsTW (G) from its initial state.

Intuitively, the TW-observer tracks a string s in P(L(G)) from qobs,0
and a reversed string tR in Rev(P(L(G))) from X , where Rev(L) =
{sR : s ∈ L}. Let (q1, q2) be a state reached in ObsTW (G). If q1 ∩ q2 ≠
∅, then it means that the above two strings s and tR ‘‘coincide’’
at some state. In other words, this state could be a ‘‘breakpoint’’
for some string in L(G), since some strings s′ and t ′ such that
P(s′) = s and P(t ′) = t can be ‘‘connected’’ at a state in q1∩ q2, i.e.,
s′t ′ ∈ L(G).

Before we formalize the above discussion, we introduce some
necessary notions. For any string t ∈ L(ObsTW (G)), we denote by
τ1(t) ∈ E∗o and τ2(t) ∈ E∗o the first and second components of
string t , respectively. For example, if t = (a, ϵ)(a, ϵ)(ϵ, b), then
τ1(t) = aa and τ2(t) = b.

Lemma 3. Let t ∈ L(ObsTW (G)) be a string in the TW-observer and
fTW (qTW ,0, t) = (q1, q2) be the state reached by t. Then, we have

q1 ∩ q2 ≠ ∅ ⇒ (∃s ∈ L(G))[τ1(t)(τ2(t))R = P(s)] (14)

or, equivalently,

q1 ∩ q2 ≠ ∅ ⇒ τ1(t)(τ2(t))R ∈ P(L(G)). (15)

Proof. By the construction of ObsTW (G), we know that q1 =
fobs(X0, τ1(t)) and q2 = fobs,R(X, τ2(t)). Let x ∈ q1 ∩ q2 be a state in
X . Then, we know that

∃x0 ∈ X0, ∃s1 ∈ L(G, x0) : P(s1) = τ1(t) ∧ f (x0, s1) = x (16)

and

∃x′ ∈ X, ∃s2 ∈ L(GR, x′) : P(s2) = τ2(t) ∧ x ∈ fR(x′, s2). (17)

However, x ∈ fR(x′, s2) implies that f (x, (s2)R) = x′ and
P(s2) = τ2(t) implies that P((s2)R) = (τ2(t))R. Therefore, we
know that exists a string s = s1(s2)R ∈ L(G) such that P(s) =
P(s1)P((s2)R) = τ1(t)(τ2(t))R. �

Similarly, for any string s1s2 ∈ L(G), we can find a corresponding
string t ∈ L(ObsTW (G)) such that the first component of t is P(s1)
and the second component of t is the reversed string of P(s2). This
is formalized by the following lemma.

Lemma 4. For any string s = s1s2 ∈ P(L(G)), there exists a string
t ∈ L(ObsTW (G)) such that τ1(t) = s1 and (τ2(t))R = s2.

Proof. Let s1 = σ 1
1 σ 1

2 . . . σ 1
|s1|

and s2 = σ 2
1 σ 2

2 . . . σ 2
|s2|

. Consider the
following string

t = (σ 1
1 , ϵ)(σ 1

2 , ϵ) · · · (σ 1
|s1|, ϵ)

(ϵ, σ 2
|s2|)(ϵ, σ

2
|s2|−1) · · · (ϵ, σ

2
1 ). (18)

Since s1s2 ∈ P(L(G)), we know that (s2)R ∈ P(L(GR, X)).
Therefore, we have that s1 ∈ L(Obs(G)) and (s2)R ∈ L(Obs(GR))
Then, by the construction of ObsTW (G), we know that t ∈
L(ObsTW (G)). Moreover, we have that τ1(t) = s1 and (τ2(t))R = s2
by the construction of t . �
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Fig. 2. The two-way observer ObsTW (G) for the system in Fig. 1(a).

Note that the string t constructed in the above proof is not unique
in general. For example, we could have taken

t ′ = (ϵ, σ 2
|s2|)(ϵ, σ

2
|s2|−1) · · · (ϵ, σ

2
1 )

(σ 1
1 , ϵ)(σ 1

2 , ϵ) · · · (σ 1
|s1|, ϵ) (19)

and we would still have obtained t ′ ∈ L(ObsTW (G)).
The next example illustrates the TW-observer and its proper-

ties.

Example 4. Again, we consider the system G in Fig. 1(a), where
Eo = {a, b} and XS = {3}. The TW-observer ObsTW (G) for this sys-
tem is shown in Fig. 2. For the sake of simplicity, for each state in
QTW , the first and the second components of the state are depicted
by using short-hand notation according to Fig. 1(c) and (d), respec-
tively. For example, state (C,D) represents state ({5}, {0, 1, 3, 5}),
which can be reached by string (a, ϵ)(b, ϵ)(ϵ, a)(ϵ, a). Since {5} ∩
{0, 1, 3, 5} = {5} ≠ ∅, by Lemma3,we know that string ab(aa)R =
abaa exists in P(L(G)).

Remark 1. Note that the TW-observer in this paper is defined for
deterministic finite-state automata. Aswementioned earlier, it can
also be extended to the nondeterministic case,where the transition
function is in the form of f : X × E → 2X . Observe that we
want each string (s1, s2) ∈ E∗TW to lead to state (X̂(s1,G), X̂(s2,GR))
in the TW-observer. In the nondeterministic setting, the state
estimate X̂(s,G) simply becomes X̂(s,G) = {x ∈ X : ∃x0 ∈
X0, ∃t ∈ L(G, x0) s.t. x ∈ f (x0, t) ∧ P(t) = s}. It still can be
computed recursively by constructing the observer automaton,
which has the same complexity as the deterministic case; see,
e.g., Cassandras and Lafortune (2008). Therefore, the TW-observer
for a nondeterministic automaton also has at most 22|X | states
in the worst case. This result is consistent with the fact that
nondeterminism does not introduce additional complexity for the
purpose of verification in partially-observed DES.

6. Verification of infinite-step opacity

In this section, we use the results developed so far and propose
a new algorithm for the verification of infinite-step opacity.

According to Theorem 2, we see that the states in the TW-
observer essentially capture all possible combinations of X̂(s,G)

and X̂(tR,GR). Therefore, if the system is infinite-step opaque, then
there should not exist a state inObsTW (G) such that the intersection
of its first and second components is a subset of secret states. This
idea is formalized by the following theorem, which reveals that, in
order to verify infinite-step opacity, it suffices to check whether or
not the TW-observer contains a state in which the intersection of
the two components is a subset of the set of secret states.

Theorem 5. Let G be the system automaton, Eo be the set of
observable events, and XS be the set of secret states. Let ObsTW (G) =
(QTW , ETW , fTW , qTW ,0) be the TW-Observer of G. Then, G is infinite-
step opaque w.r.t. Eo and XS if and only if

∀(q1, q2) ∈ QTW : q1 ∩ q2 ⊈ XS or q1 ∩ q2 = ∅. (20)

Proof. (⇒) By contraposition. Suppose that there exists a state
(q1, q2) ∈ QTW such that q1 ∩ q2 ⊆ XS and q1 ∩ q2 ≠ ∅. Let s ∈
L(ObsTW (G)) be a string that leads to this state, i.e., fTW (qTW ,0, s) =
(q1, q2). Since q1 ∩ q2 ≠ ∅, by Lemma 3, we know that

τ1(s)(τ2(s))R ∈ P(L(G)).

By the construction of ObsTW (G), we have that q1 = fobs(X0, τ1(s))
and q2 = fobs,R(X, τ2(s)). Therefore, by Theorem 2, we know that
for string τ1(s)(τ2(s))R, we have that

X̂|τ1(s)|(τ1(s)(τ2(s))R)
= fobs(X0, τ1(s)) ∩ fobs,R(X, ((τ2(s)R))R)
= fobs(X0, τ1(s)) ∩ fobs,R(X, τ2(s))
= q1 ∩ q2
⊆ XS .

Therefore, by Proposition 1, G is not infinite-step opaque w.r.t. Eo
and XS .

(⇐) Also by contraposition. Suppose that G is not infinite-step
opaque w.r.t. Eo and XS , which means that there exists a string
s1s2 ∈ P(L(G)), such that X̂|s1|(s1s2) ⊆ XS . By Lemma 4, we know
that there exists a string t ∈ L(ObsTW (G)) such that q1 ∩ q2 ≠
∅ and τ1(t) = s1 and (τ2(t))R = s2, where fTW (qTW ,0, t) =
(fobs(X0, τ1(t)), fobs,R(X, τ2(t))) =: (q1, q2). Since

X̂|s1|(s1s2) = fobs(X0, s1) ∩ fobs,R(X, (s2)R)

we know that

X̂|s1|(s1s2) = q1 ∩ q2 ⊆ XS .

Moreover, since s1s2 ∈ P(L(G)), we know that X̂|s1|(s1s2) = q1 ∩
q2 ≠ ∅. Overall, we know that Eq. (20) does not hold. �

Remark 2. When the system is not infinite-step opaque, based on
the ‘‘⇒’’ direction in the proof of Theorem 5, we can find a string
τ1(s)(τ2(s))R ∈ P(L(G)) such that the intruder knows for sure
that the system was in a secret state |τ2(s)|-steps earlier when
τ1(s)(τ2(s))R is observed. In other words, string τ1(s)(τ2(s))R can
be provided to the user as a cause of the violation of infinite-step
opacity when the verification result is negative.

The following example illustrates how to use the above theorem
for the verification of infinite-step opacity.

Example 5. We still consider the system G in Fig. 1(a), where
Eo = {a, b} and XS = {3}. The TW-observer ObsTW (G) is
shown in Fig. 2. We see that state (B,G), which denotes state
({3, 4}, {0, 1, 2, 3, 5}), is reached by string (a, ϵ)(ϵ, a) or string
(ϵ, a)(a, ϵ). Since {3, 4}∩{0, 1, 2, 3, 5} = {3} ⊆ XS , by Theorem 5,
we know that G is not infinite-step opaque.

Remark 3. We discuss the time complexity of the above approach
for the verification of infinite-step opacity. Clearly, in the worst
case, there are at most 2|X | × 2|X | states and |Eo| × 2|X | × 2|X |
transitions in the TW-observer. Therefore, the (worst-case) time
complexity of the proposed algorithm is of O(|Eo| × 2|X | × 2|X |).
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Notice that the complexity of this TW-observer-based verification
algorithm is smaller than that of the existing algorithm proposed
in Saboori and Hadjicostis (2012b), which is of O(|Eo| × 2|X | ×
2|X |

2
), as was mentioned earlier. It was shown in Saboori and

Hadjicostis (2012b) that the verification of infinite-step opacity is
PSPACE-hard. Therefore, it seems highly unlikely that there exists
a polynomial-time algorithm for the verification of infinite-step
opacity.

7. Verification of K -step opacity

In this section, we discuss the verification of K -step opacity.
First, we propose an approach by using the TW-observer directly.
Then we provide a more efficient approach by using the notion
of K-reduced TW-observer that we define. Finally, we provide a
new upper bound for the delay, which improves upon previously-
known results.

7.1. Verifying K-step opacity using the TW-observer

The following theorem shows how the TW-observer can be
used directly to verify K -step opacity.

Theorem 6. Let G be the system automaton, Eo be the set of
observable events, and XS be the set of secret states. Let ObsTW (G) =
(QTW , ETW , fTW , qTW ,0) be the TW-Observer of G. Then, G is K-step
opaquew.r.t. Eo and XS , if and only if, for any string s ∈ L(ObsTW (G))
such that fTW (qTW ,0, s) = (q1, q2), we have that

[q1 ∩ q2 ⊆ XS ∧ q1 ∩ q2 ≠ ∅] ⇒ |τ2(s)| > K . (21)

Proof. (⇒) By contrapositive. Suppose that there exists a string
s ∈ L(ObsTW (G)) such that fTW (qTW ,0, s) = (q1, q2), q1 ∩ q2 ⊆
XS, q1 ∩ q2 ≠ ∅, and |τ2(s)| ≤ K . Since q1 ∩ q2 ≠ ∅, by Lemma 3,
we know that τ1(s)(τ2(s))R ∈ P(L(G)). Moreover, since

q1 ∩ q2 = X̂|τ1(s)(τ2(s))R|−|(τ2(s))R|(τ1(s)(τ2(s))R) ⊆ XS

and |(τ2(s))R| = |τ2(s)| ≤ K , we know that G is not K -step opaque
since Eq. (6) is violated.

(⇐) Also by contraposition. Suppose that G is not K -step
opaque, which means that ∃s1s2 ∈ P(L(G)) such that X̂|s1s2|−|s2|
(s1s2) ⊆ XS and |s2| ≤ K . By Lemma 4, we know that there exists a
string s ∈ L(ObsTW (G)) such that τ1(s) = s1 and τ2(s) = (s2)R. Let
fTW (qTW ,0, s) = (q1, q2). Then, we know that

q1 ∩ q2 = fobs(qobs,0, s1) ∩ fobs,R(X, (s2)R)

= X̂|s1s2|−|s2|(s1s2)
⊆ XS

and |τ2(s)| = |s2| ≤ K . Moreover, q1∩q2 ≠ ∅, since X̂|s1s2|−|s2|(s1s2)
is always non-empty. This completes the contrapositive proof. �

Theorem 6 immediately suggests an approach to verify K -step
opacity. First, we construct a weighted directed graph G =

(V, E, w), where each vertex in V corresponds to a state in
ObsTW (G), each edge in E ⊆ V × V corresponds to a transition
in ObsTW (G) and the weight function w : E → {0, 1} assigns
each edge a zero weight if its corresponding event is of the form
(σ , ϵ) and a unit weight if its corresponding event is of the form
(ϵ, σ ). Then we compute the minimum weight of paths from the
initial vertex to a vertex which corresponds to state (q1, q2) such
that q1 ∩ q2 ≠ ∅ and q1 ∩ q2 ⊆ XS . If the minimum weight
computed is larger than K , then we know that G is K -step opaque.
Note that finding theminimumweight can be done inO(|V|+|E |).
Hence, the (worst-case) time complexity of this approach is of
O(|Eo| × 2|X | × 2|X |).
7.2. The K-reduced TW-observer

In the approach for verifying K -step opacity presented in
Section 7.1, the complexity of O(|Eo| × 2|X | × 2|X |) comes from
the construction of the entire TW-observer. However, by exploiting
Theorem 6, we can reduce this worst-case complexity, since
there is no need to construct the entire TW-observer or the
corresponding graph. Namely, it suffices to check whether or not
we can reach a ‘‘secret-revealing’’ state (i.e., a state (q1, q2) such
that ∅ ≠ q1 ∩ q2 ⊆ XS) from the initial state within K edges of
unit value. In other words, to verify K -step opacity, it suffices to
construct part of the TW-observer structure, in which all states can
be reached from the initial state via some string whose length of
the second component is smaller than or equal to K . We call this
structure the K-reduced TW-observer, and denote it by ObsKTW =
(Q K

TW , ETW , f KTW , qKTW ,0).
Formally, ObsKTW is constructed by Algorithm 1, which works as

follows. First, we perform a K -step breadth-first search (procedure
BFS) from the initial state (qobs,0, X), the same initial state as the
TW-observer. In this procedure, integer D is used to denote the
shortest distance of the second component between a state and the
initial state. Therefore, we only consider D ≤ K . For each D, Ξ(D)
denotes the set of states whose distances from the initial state
are D. Note that, the first component of each state reached in this
step stays at the initial state qobs,0, since all transitions introduced
in this step are in the form of (ϵ, σ ). Once we finish the K -step
breadth-first search for the second component of the structure, we
traverse the entire set of states reachable from the first component
by procedure DFS, which is a depth-first search. Initially, we call
procedure DFS(G, q) for each state q ∈ Θ , where Θ is the set
of states visited by procedure BFS. Then we consider all possible
transitions and compute all possible successor states that have not
been visited and make a recursive call. Note that all transitions
introduced in the step are in the form of (σ , ϵ). Therefore, for each
newly reached state, its distance of the second component from
the initial state is the same as that of its predecessor state.

As constructed, the K -reduced TW-observer is a sub-automaton
of the TW-observer. The following theorem reveals how the K -
reduced TW-observer can be used to verify K -step opacity.

Theorem 7. Let G be the system automaton, Eo be the set of
observable events, and XS be the set of secret states. Let ObsKTW (G)
be the K-reduced TW-observer of G constructed according to
Algorithm 1. Then, G is K-step opaque w.r.t. Eo and XS , if and only
if,

∀(q1, q2) ∈ Q K
TW : q1 ∩ q2 ⊈ XS or q1 ∩ q2 = ∅. (22)

Proof. (⇒) By contraposition. Suppose that there exists a state
(q1, q2) ∈ Q K

TW in ObsKTW (G) such that q1∩q2 ⊆ XS and q1∩q2 ≠ ∅.
Since the second component q2 is reached from the initial state
within K -steps, we know that this state is reached by a string

t = (ϵ, σ 2
1 ) · · · (ϵ, σ 2

k )(σ 1
1 , ϵ) · · · (σ 1

m, ϵ)∈L(ObsKTW ) (23)

such that |τ2(t)| = k ≤ K . Moreover,ObsKTW (G) is a sub-automaton
of ObsTW (G), i.e., the above string and state also exist in ObsTW (G).
Therefore, by Theorem 6, we know that the system is not K -step
opaque.

(⇐) By contraposition. Suppose that G is not K -step opaque,
which means that ∃s1s2 ∈ P(L(G)) such that X̂|s1s2|−|s2|(s1s2) ⊆ XS
and |s2| ≤ K . For the above string s1s2 ∈ E∗o , we consider the
string t ′ ∈ E∗TW defined by Eq. (19). According to procedure BFS, we
know that state (qobs,0, fobs,R(X, (s2)R)) is in Ξ(d) for some d ≤ K ,
since it can be reached by string (ϵ, σ 2

|s2|
) · · · (ϵ, σ 2

1 ) whose length
is shorter than or equal to K and is such that all its events are of the
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Algorithm 1
1: qKTW ,0 ← (qobs,0, X), Q K

TW ← {q
K
TW ,0}

2: BFS(ObsKTW , K )
3: Θ ← Q K

TW
4: for all q ∈ Θ do
5: DFS(ObsKTW , q)
6: end for
7: return ObsKTW = (Q K

TW , Eo, f KTW , qKTW ,0)

8: procedure BFS(ObsKTW , K )
9: D← 0, Ξ(D)← {qKTW ,0}

10: for all 0 ≤ D < K do
11: Ξ(D+ 1)← ∅
12: for all q ∈ Ξ(D) do
13: for all σ ∈ Eo : fTW (q, (ϵ, σ ))! do
14: if fTW (q, (ϵ, σ )) =: q′ /∈ Q K

TW then

15: Add transition q
(ϵ,σ )
−−→ q′ to f KTW

16: Q K
TW ← Q K

TW ∪ {q
′
}

17: Ξ(D+1)← Ξ(D+1) ∪ {q′}
18: end if
19: end for
20: end for
21: D← D+ 1
22: end for
23: end procedure

24: procedure DFS(ObsKTW , q)
25: for all σ ∈ Eo : fTW (q, (σ , ϵ))! do
26: if fTW (q, (σ , ϵ)) =: q′ /∈ Q K

TW then

27: Add transition q
(σ ,ϵ)
−−→ q′ to f KTW

28: Q K
TW ← Q K

TW ∪ {q
′
}

29: DFS(ObsKTW , q′)
30: end if
31: end for
32: end procedure

form (ϵ, σ ). Therefore,we know that state (qobs,0, fobs,R(X, (s2)R)) is
in the state list Θ defined on line 3 of Algorithm 1. Moreover, state
(q1, q2) := (fobs(qobs,0, s1), fobs,R(X, (s2)R)) is also reachable from
(qobs,0, fobs,R(X, (s2)R)) in ObsKTW (G), since DFS explores the entire
state space reachable from the first component. Therefore, we have
that

∅ ≠ q1 ∩ q2 = X̂|s1s2|−|s2|(s1s2) ⊆ XS

which completes the contrapositive proof. �

Remark 4. Similar to infinite-step opacity, when the system is
not K -step opaque, based on the ‘‘⇒’’ direction in the proof of
Theorem 7, we also can find a string τ1(t)(τ2(t))R ∈ P(L(G)),
where |τ2(t)| ≤ K , as a cause of the violation of K -step opacity.

The next example illustrates the construction of the K -reduced
TW-observer and its use it in verifying K -step opacity.

Example 6. We still consider the system G shown in Fig. 1(a),
where Eo = {a, b} and XS = {3}. Let K = 1. The K -reduced
TW-observer ObsKTW (G) constructed by Algorithm 1 is shown in
Fig. 3. Initially, we start procedure BFS from state (A, F), which
is also the initial state of ObsTW (G). We have Ξ(0) = {(A, F)}.
Fromstate (A, F), we reach states (A,G) and (A,H) via strings (ϵ, a)
and (ϵ, b), respectively. Then we have Ξ(1) = {(A,G), (A,H)}.
Since we consider K = 1, we stop the breadth-first search
and obtain Θ = Ξ(0) ∪ Ξ(1). Then from each state in Θ ,
we execute a depth-first search in which only events in the
Fig. 3. The K -reduced TW-observer ObsKTW (G) for the system in Fig. 1(a) for K = 1.

form of (σ , ϵ) are considered. This yields the entire K -reduced
TW-observer ObsKTW (G) shown in Fig. 3. For state (B,G), which
denotes state ({3, 4}, {0, 1, 2, 3, 5}), we have that {3, 4} ∩
{0, 1, 2, 3, 5} = {3} ⊆ XS . Therefore, by Theorem 7, we know that
G is not 1-step opaque.

Remark 5. Let us analyze the complexity of the construction of the
K -reduced TW-observerObsKTW (G). By the property of breadth-first
search, we know that the number of states of the second compo-
nent of the K -reduced TW-observer is bounded bymin{|Eo|K , 2|X |}.
Therefore, the total complexity of this modified approach is of
O(min{2|X |, |Eo|K } × |Eo| × 2|X |). Recall that the complexity of the
algorithm in Saboori and Hadjicostis (2011b) is of O(|Eo| × (|Eo| +
1)K × 2|X |). Also, it worth noting that, in the worst, the delay K
can be as large as 2|X |

2
(Saboori & Hadjicostis, 2011b). (If K is larger

than 2|X |
2
then it suffices to verify infinite-step opacity.) Therefore,

the TW-observer-based approach results in considerable improve-
ment when K is relatively large.

7.3. A new upper bound for delay

In Saboori and Hadjicostis (2011b), the authors show that for
any K ′ > K ≥ 2|X |

2
− 1, K ′-step opacity and K -step opacity are

equivalent. In other words, it means that 2|X |
2
− 1 provides the

upper bound for the delay. Hereafter, we show that, in fact, this
upper is conservative and it can be improved to 2|X | − 2 by using
the TW-observer.

Beforewe state the next theorem,we introduce some necessary
notions that will be used in the proof. Given the TW-observer
ObsTW (G), we call a sequence of states and events in the form of
v = ⟨q0, σ0, q1, . . . , qn−1, σn−1, qn⟩, σi ∈ ETW , qi ∈ XTW , a path in
ObsTW (G), if qi+1 = fTW (qi, σi),∀i ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1}. Now we are
ready to state the main result.

Theorem 8. For any K ′ > K ≥ 2|X | − 2, G is K ′-step opaque, if and
only if, G is K-step opaque.

Proof. It is trivial that K ′-step opacity implies K -step opacity.
Hereafter, we show that K -step opacity implies K ′-step opacity by
contraposition. Without loss of generality, we assume that K ′ =
K + 1, since it can be inductively extended to arbitrary K ′ > K .

Suppose that G is not K ′-step opaque, where K ′ > 2|X |− 2. This
implies that there exists a string s1s2 ∈ P(L(G)) such that |s2| = K ′

and X̂|s1|(s1s2) ⊆ XS . Let s1 = σ 1
1 σ 1

2 · · · σ
1
|s1|

and s2 = σ 2
1 σ 2

2 · · · σ
2
|s2|

.
We know that string t = (σ 1

1 , ϵ) · · · (σ 1
|s1|

, ϵ)(ϵ, σ 2
|s2|

) · · · (ϵ, σ 2
1 ) is

in L(ObsTW (G)). This string also yields a path

v =⟨q0, (σ 1
1 , ϵ), q1, . . . , q|s1|−1, (σ

1
|s1|, ϵ), q|s1|,

(ϵ, σ 2
|s2|), q|s1|+1, (ϵ, σ

2
|s2|−1), . . . , (ϵ, σ

2
1 ), q|s1s2|⟩
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such that ∅ ≠ q1
|s1s2|
∩ q2
|s1s2|
⊆ XS , where q|s1s2| = (q1

|s1s2|
, q2
|s1s2|

).
From state q|s1| to state q|s1s2|, since the first component of each
transition is ϵ, we know that the first components of all states
from q|s1| to q|s1s2| are the same. Moreover, there are only 2|X | − 1
choices for the second component of a state in ObsTW (G). Since the
cardinality of multi-set {q|s1|, . . . , q|s1s2|} is |s2| + 1 = K ′ + 1 >

2|X |−1,we know that there exist two integers |s1| ≤ i < j ≤ |s1s2|,
such that qi = qj. Since states qi and qj are the same, we know that
the existence of path v implies the existence of the following path

v′ =⟨q0, (σ 1
1 , ϵ), q1, . . . , q|s1|−1, (σ

1
|s1|, ϵ), q|s1|,

(ϵ, σ 2
|s2|), q|s1|+1, (ϵ, σ

2
|s2|−1), . . . ,

(ϵ, σ 2
|s1s2|−i+1), qi, (ϵ, σ

2
|s1s2|−j) . . . , (ϵ, σ 2

1 ), q|s1s2|⟩

which means that string

t ′ = (σ 1
1 , ϵ)(σ 1

2 , ϵ) · · · (σ 1
|s1|, ϵ)

(ϵ, σ 2
|s2|) · · · (ϵ, σ

2
|s1s2|−i+1)(ϵ, σ

2
|s1s2|−j) · · · (ϵ, σ

2
1 )

is in L(ObsTW (G)). Intuitively, path v′ is obtained by removing the
part between qi and qj from v. However, since

τ2(t ′) = |s2| − (j− i) ≤ |s2| − 1 = K ′ − 1 = K .

Therefore, by Theorem 6, we know that G is not K -step opaque,
which completes the contrapositive proof. �

The following result is an immediate consequence of Theorem 8
that improves upon the upper bound derived in Saboori and
Hadjicostis (2011b).

Corollary 9. G is infinite-step opaque if and only if it is (2|X |−2)-step
opaque.

Proof. The ‘‘if’’ part is trivial. To see the ‘‘only if’’ part, suppose that
G is not (2|X |−2)-step opaque. Then, by Theorem8,we know thatG
is notK ′-step opaque for anyK ′, which implies thatG is not infinite-
step opaque. �

8. Conclusion

We considered the two information-flow properties of infinite-
step opacity andK -step opacity, that are relevant in privacy and se-
curity analysis. These properties involve smoothing, i.e., improving
past state estimates on the basis of future observations.Wederived
a separation principle for efficiently constructing state estimates
under smoothing. We then used that principle to construct a new
structure, called the two-way observer, that captures in a single
transition structure the information flow between past and future
when analyzing the above opacity properties. New algorithms for
the verification of infinite-step and K -step opacity were derived
from the two-way observer. For infinite-step opacity, we showed
that the proposed algorithm is more efficient and has lower com-
plexity than the existing algorithm in the literature by lowering a
factor of 2|X |

2
to a factor of 2|X |. For K -step opacity, we showed that

the proposed algorithm is also more efficient and leads to signifi-
cant improvement when K is relatively large. Finally, an improved
upper bound for the delay in K -step opacity was also derived.

We believe that the separation principle that we established
and the notion of TW-observer bring new insights into estimation
problems where inferencing about the past is considered. It would
be of interest to exploit the notion of TW-observer in synthesis of
supervisors that enforce infinite-step or K -step opacity.
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